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/MarketersMedia/ -- Through all the public back and forth Floyd Mayweather vs Conor McGregor
Mega Boxing Fight regarding a Live potential boxing superfight In 2017, one person who never
seemed positive or interested at all regarding the fight was UFC president Dana White.In an
appearance on "Conan" on Wednesday, White said a deal is not yet in place for the potentially
lucrative event, but Dana suggested it might only be a matter of time.
Get More News Here topnews24live.com/mayweather-vs-mcgregor/
It appeared as though closer than ever to a bout between the two superstars after Mayweather
announced would come out of retirement to fight The Notorious, but UFC president Dana White
dished out a dose of reality to TMZ Sports on Tuesday.
According to TMZ Sports, White said the fight is "nowhere near being done," and also shot down the
rumors of a potential June 10 date for the bout.
Is Bisping referring to the recent burglary that went down at Mayweather's Las Vegas home while
the boxing great was celebrating this 40th birthday in Los Angeles. Or is this a separate screwjob
that has Floyd looking to replenish this Scrooge McDuck sized money vault.About mayweather vs
mcgregor Live Fight Bisping didn't say, and also gave the caveat that this news was information that
came "from a friend of a friend of a friend."
But one thing the certain about If Conor McGregor manages to make this fight with Floyd happen
and somehow beats it will cement his position as a legend in sports.More than that, it is the detail
For instance has specifically and publicly proposed June as a month for the fight. Fighters has also
stated Fighter is out of retirement.
White also compared chances of the fight happening to him backing up New England Patriots
quarterback Tom Brady in the Super Bowl. He has repeatedly referenced how long it took
Mayweather to agree to fight Manny Pacquiao, saying it would take even longer for Mayweather to
agree to terms with McGregor.
The latter comment can reasonably be seen as semantics, because that there are precious few
substances on the planet as flimsy as a Floyd Mayweather retirement. But compared to the
disinterested way in which first greeted McGregor's suggestion of fight a few months back,
Mayweather now appears to be the one actively chasing it And what mayweather vs mcgregor
wants usually gets.
Mayweather vs McGregor have been bantering back Live Fight and forth for month through
interviews and social media while negotiations have been ongoing to put the fight together 2017.
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